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The folloGng optimality principle is established for finite undiscounted or 
discounted Markov decision processes: If a policy is (gain, bias, or discounted) 
optimal in one state, it is also optimal for all states reachable from this state using 
this policy. The optimal&y principle is used constructively to demonstrate the 
existence of a policy that is optimal in every state, and then to derive the 
coupled functional equations satisfied by the optimal return vectors. This 
reverses the usual sequence, where one first establishes (via policy iteration or 
linear programming) the solvability of the coupled functional equations, and then 
shows that the solution is indeed the optimal return vector and that the masi- 
mizing policy for the functional equations is optimal for every state. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
!VIarkovian decision processes (MDPs) have been discussed by man! 
authors, so our review can be brief. Our notation generally follows 
Denardo’s [5] and his paper provides basic references on this topic. 
We consider a MDP with states (1, 2,..., :\‘}. -W(i) denotes the finite set 
of actions in state i: Choice of action K E TU(;) while in state i leads to an 
immediate expected reward qik and transition probability p:j to state j 
(prj > 0, ~~~,p~j = 1, for all i and k). Specification of an action for each 
state determines a (stationary, nonrandomized) policy Al = .?I( 1) :-: M(2) ‘L 
. . . \ &I(N) denotes the set of all policies. We denote a typical policy -4 E ,11 
by .-I = (-J1 , -4, ,..., AN), where di E M(i) is the action chosen in state i. 
Associated with policy A are reward vector q” == [q/l = [q?~] and transition 
probability matrix PA = [PC] = [P$]; no restrictions are imposed here 
on the chain structure of PA. 
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While qiA and PG depend on -4 only through Ai , other quantities of 
interest depend on the entire policy A: 
Q” = iii[P” + PAZ + ... -t P”“]/n, 
RA = {j j Qt. > 0, for some i}, 
(N X N matrix), 
ZA = [I - PA + QA]-‘, (N x N fundamental matrix), 
g-4 E Q*q*, (N-component gain vector), 
7~4 zz ZAqA - g*, (N-component bias vector), 
w”(u) 3 [I - aPA]-’ qA = t (UP”)” qA, O<a<l. 
7l=O 
RA is the set of recurrent states for PA. w”(a), denotes the total discounted 
expected reward, starting from state i and using A, if the discount factor 
per transition is a. 
The properties needed are summarized below. All are immediate except 
for (4), which involves the fact that QG and Zfi vanish if i is recurrent and 
j is not in the same subchain as i. 
PAQA = Q*PA = QA, Q”ZA = Z”Q” zz QA, (lab) 
Z-4 =I+ PA + PAZ+ . . . + PA” - (n + 1) Q” + ZA(P”)“+l, 
any n > 1, (14 
g-4 = P”g” = QAgA, (2) 
WA = qA - gA + PAwA, p7u* = 0. (hb) 
I f  C is any subchain of PA, then specification of {Ai / i E C> is 
sufficient to uniquely determine giA, 7xiA, Qz , and Z{ for all 
i E C and all j = 1, 2 ,..., N. (4) 
In the undiscounted, in.nite-horizon case, optimization over all policies 
involves the two N-vectors g* and w*, where 
gj* z max(giA 1 A E M), i = 1, 2 ,..., N, (5) 
wi* = max{wiA 1 A E M with g/ = g,*>, i = 1) 2 ,..., N. (6) 
These arise in two distinct limiting-approaches [7, 111 to this case. One 
approach, due to Blackwell [3, 141, involves the discounted infinite-horizon 
case and employs the Laurent expansion [5, Eq. (l)] 
W’(U)j = gjq 1 - a) + zuiA + O( 1 - a). (7) 
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Maximizing ~“(a)~ for a nearly 1 implies first maximizing g/ and then 
breaking ties by maximizing wiA. 
The second approach, due to Bellman [I] and Howard [9], involves the 
undiscounted, $nite-horizon case and employs the expansion [5, Eq. (7)] 
where the ith component of 
denotes the undiscounted n-period expected reward, starting from state I 
and using -il. It is assumed in (8) that aA = 0 (no scrap values) and that 
every subchain of PA is aperiodic. Maximizing v”(n), for large n again 
implies first maximizing giA and then breaking ties by maximizing 2~‘~~. (If 
some subchains of PA are periodic, a Cesaro-sum of (8) leads to the same 
criterion, see [5, Eq. (6); 4; 111.) 
.4ny policy B satisfying giB = gi* for all i is called gain-optimal. Such 
policies achieve the maximum average return per transition. Gain-optimal 
policies were first discussed by Bellman [l] and Howard [9]. They can be 
found by policy iteration, value-iteration, or linear programming. 
Any policy B satisfying giB = gi* and wiB = uli* for all i is called bias- 
optimal. Finite algorithms exist for finding such a policy by policy iteration 
[14] or by linear programming [5]. 
As Denardo has noted, the existence of gain-optimal or bias-optimal 
policies is not obvious, since Nor 2N maxima must be achieved simultaneously. 
Two types of existence proof exist. The first type, due originally to Howard [9] 
for gain-optimality and extended by Veinott [14] for bias-optimality, 
demonstrates finite convergence of the policy-iteration algorithm to such 
policies. The second type, due to Blackwell [3], replaces 
hy the N easily-solved functional equations 
and demonstrates that any policy that achieves all A’ maxima in (10) also 
achieves all N maxima in (9). But from (7) follows that any policy achieving 
all N maxima in (9) is, for a nearly 1, gain-optimal, bias-optimal, and more. 
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A useful byproduct of the second proof is the derivation of coupled 
functional equations [3; 14, Theorem 6b] satisfied by g* and w*: for a 
nearly 1, (7) and (9) imply that 
T+z)’ = gj*/( 1 - a) + wj* $ 
Insertion of this Laurent expansion 
(1 - a)-’ and (1 - u)O, 
rN 
O(1 - 4, i = I , 2 ,... , N. (11) 
into (10) obtains, as coefficients of 
-pi* + f  p,“,w,* 1 ) i = 1, 2 ,... , N, (12b) i=l 
where 
These equations were originally derived by Howard for the relative values, 
and provide the basis for the policy iteration algorithms for finding gain- 
optimal [9] or bias-optimal [14] policies. The above derivation has the 
advantage of generalizing to the higher-order terms in (1 l), and this was 
exploited by Miller and Veinott [ 121 to find policies optimal for all a near 1. 
Although both existence proofs lead to efficient computational schemes, 
they share the deficiency of not showing why the simultaneous maximization 
is possible. The explanation is the interconnected nature of the maxima, 
described by the following optimulity principle: 
I f  policy A is optimal in state i and if (PA): > 0 for some m >, 1 and j, then 
A is optimal in state j. 
This linking property was first noted by Veinott and Wagner [ 13, Lemma l] 
for discounted (s, S) inventory policies, but possesses much wider generality. 
It is a weak form of Bellman’s principle of optimality [2] because it must be 
supplemented by a rule for identifying optimality in some state. 
The above optimality principle states that if policy A is optimal in state i, 
then r2 must also be optimal for any states that can be reached from i. In 
particular, =1 will be optimal for all states in any subchain of PA that can 
be reached from i. This suggests that we can “build up” an optimal policy 
by concentrating first on the subchains, one after another, and afterwards 
on the transient states. This approach is adopted as follows: We first establish 
a weak form of the optimality principle for recurrent states (Lemmas 1 and 
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4.2) and use this to constructively show how a policy can be gain or bias 
optimal for all states in a subchain (Lemmas 3 and 5). We then bootstrap 
this to all states and simultaneously establish the full optimality principle 
(Theorems 1.2 and 2.2) and constructively demonstrate the existence of 
gain- and bias-optimal policies (Theorems 1.1 and 2.1). Finally, as a by- 
product, we obtain a new derivation (Theorem 3) of the coupled functional 
equations. The above reasoning is similar, but much simpler, in the dis- 
counted case (Theorem 4). 
This approach reverses the logic of the two earlier proofs, where one 
first establishes solvability of the coupled functional equations. then shows 
that the solution is indeed the optimal return vector, and then establishes 
the existence of a gain- or bias-optimal policy, namely, a policy achieving 
all A7 maxima in the functional equations. The current approach supplies 
additional insight into linked optima, and presumably extends to more 
general dynamic programming problems whose functional equations are 
quasi-linear with positive coefficients. We also note that our proofs extend 
to semi-Markovian decision processes [6, 81 and (inductively) to the higher- 
order terms in (11). 
2. NOTATION 
For i := 1, 2,..., N we define 
These denote the set of policies that are gain-optimal in state i or bias-optimal 
in state i. Our goal is to find policies in ($?r SG(2’) and ($1, SW’(i). 
I f  policy E is optimal in state 1, policy F is optimal in state 2, etc., a natural 
way to combine these policies is to use action El in state 1, action Fz in 
state 2, etc. This motivates us to say that policy B = (B, , B, ,..., B,v) is a 
lybrid policy based on policies A(l), A(2) ,..., --I(:\‘) if Bi == A(i); for 
i = I , 2 ,..., :V. 
3. GAIN-OPTIRIALITY 
A weak version of the optimality principle for gain-optimal policies is 
given by 
LEiVhIA 1. Let A(i) E SG(i) for i = 1, 2,..., N and let B be a hybrid police 
based on {-q(l),..., A(N)}. I f  i E RB and Ptci’ e Pt -2 0, then .4(i) E SC(j). - 
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Proof. Using (2), 
g.* = gf”’ = [pA(f)gA(i)li = [pBgA(i)li < [pBg*li , t i = 1, 2 ,...) N. (13) 
Multiply by Qfi > 0 and sum on i to get, using (la), (QBg*)t < (QBg*)t for 
all t. Since this must be an equality for all t, (13) must be strict equality 
whenever Qfi > 0, implying the assertion. 
This lemma suggests using =2(i) rather than A(j) as the gain-optimal 
policy in state j, in an attempt to repeatedly increase the number of identical 
elements in {A(l), A(2),..., A(N)}. Th e i d ea is correct but must be executed 
carefully because RB will change as the {A( )} change. Lemma 2 shows 
how RB is altered when one row of PB changes (when ,4(i) replaces A(j)). 
Lemma 3 shows how to systematically make such changes and terminate 
with a Pina with r2(i)rina1 the same for every i E RBnnal. 
LEMMA 2. Let PB have recurrent states RB and a (possibly void) set of 
transient states TB. Let state t E CB C RB, where CB is some subchain of PB. 
Suppose the tth row of PB is altered, giving a new matrix PD. Then either 
tERD. 
PB and PD have the same number of subchains and the subchains of PD 
consist of those of PB on Re - CB, plus one on CB + TB that includes state t, or 
PD has one fewer subchains than PB and the subchains of PD consist of 
those of PB on RB - CB. 
Proof. The subchains of PB on R B - CB are untouched, hence, remain 
subchains of PD. All states in CB - {t} can reach state t via PB, hence, can 
reach state t via PD. 
If t E Ro, then PD has at least one subchain on CB + TB. It has at most 
one, because every state in CB - {t} reaches t, while every state in TB either 
reaches CB (hence, reaches t) or reaches the closed set RB - CB (hence, is 
transient). 
If t is transient for Po, then all states in CB - {t} reach t, hence are also 
transient. Since any state in TB reaches either the transient set CB or the 
closed set RB - CB, TB is transient for PD. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let 
n* zzz ~ A(ljm.mA(Nj{number of subchains of P”}, 9 3 
where A(i) E SG(i) for i = 1, 2,..., N and B is a hybrid of A(l),..., A(N). 
Given any set of policies A(l), A(2),..., .4(N), B that achieve n*, and given 
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any state s E CB C RB, where CB is a subchain of PB, there exists another set of 
policies A(l), &J(2),..., ‘q(N), B that also achieves n*, such that 
-q(i) = A(i), 
-:: A(s), 
all i E RB - CB (these n* - 1 subchains of PB remain 
subchains of P”) 
all i in remaining subchain C’ of P’. 
Proof. Given any ~J(I)or”,..., +d(N)Or” with hybrid Bold, such that: 
(i) -violet E SG(i) for all i; (ii) B old has n* subchains including the n* - I 
subchains of PB on RB - CB; (iii) the one remaining subchain CB 0~ of 
PE 0~ lies in CE + TB; (iv) at least one state r E CB old satisfies J(r)ortt :: --l(s); 
(v) at least one state t E CB old satisfies A(t) * -d(s); we shall show how 
to select a state t such that (vi) t E CBol(‘; (vii) .4(t)01ci f  A(s); and (viii) the 
new set of policies A(l) ,..., -d(N)neW with hybrid Bn’w defined b\- 
--I(i) =- _4(i)old for i f  t, -4(t) new = -g(s) satisfies (i-iv). By starting with 
AJ(i)Ol’l :- &-l(i) for all i and applying this transformation over and over, note 
that LJ(i)olcl is unchanged for ig RB - CB, while each transformation adds 
one more state (t) to those states in CB + TB for which -4(s) is used. The 
sequence of transformations must stop, when A(i)*l’l := /I(s) for all i E CB “l”. 
To select t, note from (iv-v) and the communication among all states in 
subchain CB old that there exist states r and t such that r E CB o’tt, t E CR Or!‘? 
-J(r)Ottr m= A-l(s), A(t)01tl F -g(s), and (P” 0~ )rt L. (p.4(r’)01tl)rt = (P-d“‘),., “. 0. 
Lemma I then implies that .4(s) E SG(t), confirming (i) for --I( )new, Since 
IF” is a hvbrid of gain-optimal policies and forbidden to have less than , 
nr subchains, the first outcome of Lemma 2 applies, confirming (ii-iv) for 
.I( )l’ew and completing the proof. 
C‘~R~LLARY. There exists a hybrid policy B based on A( I),..., -4(-Y), zchere 
each A(i) E SG(i), such that PB has II* subchains and .-l(i) = B for all i E RB. 
Proof. Start with any policies d(l),..., =1(:V) with each .-l(i) E SG(i). 
such that their hybrid B has n* subchains. Application of Lemma 3, n” 
times, once for each subchain of PB, shows that A(l),..., =2(N) can be selected 
such that A(i) is the same on each subchain of PB. That is, if C is a subchain 
of PB, then choice of action A(j); = Bj for each j E C determines a polic! 
that has C as a subchain, and that is gain-optimal for all states inc. 
Noting from (4) that the choice of actions outside C preserves the above 
properties, we may redefine J(i) *ew = B for all i E RB and establish the 
corollar\.. 
THEOREM 1 (gain-optimahty). 1. There exists a gain-optimal polic?* B 
with II ;r subchains. 
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2. If policy A E SG(i) and (PA); > 0 for some m > 1, then A E SG(j). 
3. If A E SG(i), then gi* = (P”g*), . 
Proof. By the corollary to Lemma 3, there exists a set of policies 
AU),..., A(N) with hybrid B such that every A(i) E SG(i), PB has n* sub- 
chains, and A(i) = B for all i E RB. 
Induction on (13) yields g* < (P”)“g* for all n 2 1, and averaging over 
n obtains 
gi* < f Q:gj* = C Q:.gj*, i = 1, 2 ,..., N. (14) 
j=l jr~B 
But for j E RB, gjB = d(j) = gj* and (14) becomes g* < QBgB = gB < g*, 
which proves part 1. 
To prove part 2 when m = 1, let B denote any gain-optimal policy and 
define policies A( I),..., A(N), where A(t) E SG(t) for t = 1, 2 ,..., N, by 
A(t) = B for t # i, and A(i) = A. Let D be a hybrid policy based on 
AU),..., A(N). If i E RD, the desired result follows from Lemma 1. If i q! RD, 
then gjD = gjB = gj* for all j E RD C RB, since B and D employ identical 
actions on each subchain of PD. (14) then yields g* < QDg* = QDgD = 
gD <g*. Thus, gD = g* and part 2 when m = 1 follows from 
gi* = giA = (P”g”), < (P”g*), = (PDg”), = giD = gi*. (15) 
Part 2 when m > 1 follows by induction from the case m = 1. Part 3 is 
implicit in (15), completing the proof. 
4. BIAS-OPTIMALITY 
The results for gain-optimality have direct parallels for bias-optimality, 
with Lemmas 1 and 3, and Theorem 1 replaced by Lemmas 4 and 5, and 
Theorem 2, respectively. The principal addition is Lemma 4.1, where a 
hybrid of bias-optimal policies is shown to be gain-optimal. The following 
proofs are written in a way that shows the inductive steps needed to obtain 
appropriate generalization for any of the higher-order coefficients in (11). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose B is a hybrid of policies A(l),..., A(N), where each 
A(i) E SW(i). Then 
1. B E SG(i) for all i (B is gain-optimal) 
2. If i E RB and PfiCi’ = PzT > 0, then ,4(i) E SW(j). 
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Proof. Theorem 1.3 shows ,g* = PBg*, hence, g* = QBg*. From (3a), 
zc, * _ z‘,L’A(i) -- 1 ~ P 
_ g.?(i) + ; p;;w,L,;(i), 1 i = I ,...) -v, (16) 
i=l 
where the sum extends only over j with Pzci’ >. 0; for these j, Theorem I .Z 
shows .-l(i) E SG(j), hence, w;(~’ .< Zcj* and (16) becomes 
Premultiplication by QFi and summation over i obtains, via Eq. (la), 
.iTf B == (Q”q”)t 3 (_OBg*)t = g,* for all t. Since g* is maximal, this must be 
strict equality, proving part 1 and requiring strict equality in (17) for all 
i E RB. This implies part 2 and completes the proof. 
LE3Inr.A 5 (Analog of corollary to Lemma 3). Let 
iJI** zzz min 
9(1),...,.4(N) 
{number of subchains of PB.ij 
where B is a hybrid of d(l),.... .4(N) and A(i) E SW’(i) for all i. There are 
policies .-I( I) ,..., A(N), B that achieele n** such that A-l(i) -= B for all i E RB. 
Proof. Same as Lemma 3 and its corollary, with Lemma 4 replacing 
Lemma I. 
THEOREM 2 bias-optima&). 
with n * + rub&k. 
I. There exists a bias-optimal policjv B 
7 -. Zf policy -1 E SCV(i) and (P”)yj > 0 f  or some m > 1, then .-i E sW(j). 
3 _ !f -4 E SW(i), then zc’,* = q/ - gi” + xyZ, Ptzcj*. 
Proof. Select .4(i),..., -J(X), B as in Lemma 5. Then 7~9~8 == wj* for 
iE RE bv (4) and so Q%c* = QBuJ’ = 0. By Lemma 4.1, gB = g*, hence, 
7P i. ZL”. Rewrite (17), employing (Ic), gB = g*. and QB(qB -- ,gB) = 0, as 
fl' d [I -+ pB + ..’ + PBjl - (n + I) QB](q” -- g”) + (P”)” 1 ccc” 
_ ZB(qB - p”) - z”(P”)” .l (q” - .?B) + (PB)+l .zc i-, (18) 
Xv-eraging over n. (P”)‘*-l is replaced by I)’ and (I 8) becomes 
7(‘* 5;. 7lJ - 0 + O%X* = u@. Comparing with zcB ~.:< PC*’ given previously. 
this must be an equality, establishing part I. 
For part 2 with m = I, let B denote any bias-optimal policy and define 
policies .-I( I),... , =l(,V), where -l(t) E SW(t) for all t, by A(t) em- B for t ;- i, 
--l(i) : : .f. Let ZI be a hybrid policy based on .-I( I), . . . . .-QLV). If  i E RD. the 
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desired result follows from Lemma 4.2. If i # RD, thengn = g* by Lemma 4.1, 
hence, wD < w*. Property (4) implies wiD = WjB = wj* for j E RD C RB 
because policies D and B employ identical actions on each subchain of PD. 
This implies QDw* = Q DUD = 0. Rewrite (17) as w* < qn - gD + PDw*. 
Induction as in (18) yields w* < wD. Comparing with wD < w* given 
earlier, this is strict equality and the desired result follows from the ith 
component of (16): 
WiD = Wi* = WiA < [qA -g* + PAw*]i zzx [qD -gD+ PDwDli = z,~D. (19) 
Part 2 with m > 1 follows by induction. Part 3 is implicit in (19) com- 
pleting the proof. 
5. ESTABLISHING THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
Theorem 3 will establish the functional equations (12a,b) directly from 
the definitions of g* and w*, i.e., will derive the coupled optimality equations 
of dynamic programming. The proofs are. immediate consequences of the 
optimality principle. It is also noteworthy that if, instead, (12a,b) are assumed 
to hold, then the reasoning can essentially be reversed to establish the (m = 1) 
optimality principle. 
THEOREM 3. D&e g* and w* by (5) and (6). Then 
1. (12a) holds, the maximum on the right side being achieved by k = Ai 
for any policy A E SG(i). 
2. (12b) holds, the maximum on the right side being achieved by k = Ai 
for any policy A E SW(i). 
Proof. Let D and E denote policies achieving the maxima on the right- 
hand sides of (12a,b), and let B denote any bias-optimal policy, existence 
being assured by Theorem 2.1. From Theorem 1.3 follows that if the ith 
component of (12a) is equality, one may take Di = Bi . Similarly, if the 
ith component of (12b) is equality, one may take E, = Bi . 
Part 1. From (13) follows 
g* < max [P”g*] = P”g*. 
AcFX4(i) 
Premultiplication by QD > 0 shows that the jth component of (20) must be 
strict equality if j E RD. Hence, Dj = Bj for j E RD and (4) shows gjD = 
gjB E gj* for j E RD. Subtraction of gD = PogD from (20) obtains g* - gD < 
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PD(g* - g”), and iteration yields g* - gD < (P,),,, (g* - g”). Average over 
m to get 
(g* -SD); :< [Q”(g* - gqi = c Q;(g* -SD), == 0, 
jERD 
for all i. But the reverse inequality g* - gD 3 0 must also hold. Hence, D is 
gain-optimal and (20) is strict equality, confirming (12a). The remainder 
of part 1 follows from Theorem 1.3. 
Part 2. From (17) follows 
ZL~* z2: max [qA -g* + PAzo*] E qE -g” - PEW*. 
AEXL(i) 
(211 
Since E E -YL(i), g* = PEg” = Q “g*. Premultiplication of (21) by QE ‘3 0 
leads to 0 < QEqE - QEgs = gE -g* < 0. Hence, E is gain-optimal, and 
the jth component of (21) is strict equality for j E RE. Thus, Ej = Bj for 
j E RE and (4) shows z!jE = wjB = zuj* for jE RE. Subtraction of ulE :-: 
qE - gE + PEwE from (21) obtains ZL. rK - wE < (PE)‘lr (zo” -- a<“). Average 
over m to get 
(Z2 - ZUE); < [p(w* - zoE)]i = c Q+l” - fflE)j = 0 
jpRD 
for all i. But the reverse inequality w* > wE also holds because E is gain- 
optimal. Hence, E is bias-optimal and w* = wE = q” - g* +- PEwE. 
Equation (21) is strict equality, confirming (12b). The remainder of part 2 
follows from Theorem 2.3, completing the proof. 
6. DISCOUNTED C-GE 
For finite discounted semi-Markovian decision processes, we consider 
the functional equations 
where, for all i and K, H: >, 0 and xj H: < 1. For any policy rZ E 91, 
define uA = [I - HA]-l qA and 
vi* = Ip[zyq, i = 1, 2,.. .) 9. (23) 
We let S(i) G (A E 111 1 zliA = ui*> d enote the set of policies that are optimal 
in state i, i = I, 2,..., N. The analog to the above results is 
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THEOREM 4. 1. A unique solution of (22) always exists. Equations (22) 
and (23) are equivalent. A policy achieves all N maxima in (23) if and only if it 
achieves all N maxima in (22). 
2. If B is a hybrid based on policies A(l),..., A(N), where each A(i) E: S(i), 
then B achieves all N optima in (22) and (23). 
3. I f  B E S(i) and (HB)z > 0 for some m 3 1, then B E S(j). 
Part 1 follows [3] from the monotone contraction operator in (22). Part 3 
is the analogous optimality principle. It follows from vi* = vfCi) = 
qfti) + xj H$(i)v~(i) < qiB + xj H&* and premultiplication by [I- HB]-l = 
xz=,, (HE)” > 0, which yields v* < [I - HB]-’ qB = vB < v*. Part 2 is 
essentially in [IO]. 
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